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'Question: I want to know how this Sagittarius 2009 - 2010 horoscope applies to me. -Answer: Due to Mercury’s
retrograde motion from 2nd June 2010 to 6th September 2010, you will not be able to travel on any sort of long
distance or far away adventure and emotional journeys during this period. Most of your interests will be spent on
looking at your personal life, career, money and romance. After this period, you can travel long distances and
with utmost confidence in what you are planning, and will be able to make some long-term changes in your life,
which will give you a lot of happiness. This will be a period of great self-awareness and personalization. You will
be at your best, and are able to appreciate just how special you are. -Emotional body health will be important,
and you should avoid over-indulging in all types of food. With the Sun in sensitive Cancer, you will be very
sensitive and receptive towards others. You will be easy to befriend, and also easy to upset. There will be some
losses in the area of work, and you can expect the worst times in all types of jobs during this period. This could
be a period of long-term change in your career. If you are a person who enjoys a balanced diet, you will be able
to handle any changes that come your way. You do not usually get big problems with your physical health, unless
you have long-term health issues already. You would probably want to make an appointment with your doctor for
a check-up, and you may also want to see an expert in the area of your health. At the end of the year, you will be
much happier, and your health will be much better, and your loved ones will be happy about this.' Scorpio
Horoscope for 2009: This Scorpio horoscope contains predictions for each week of the ongoing year. Week by
week comprehensive forecasts that will take your breath away with sheer accuracy of predictions. Each week's
forecast addresses important issues such as Career, Money, Romance and Lovelife, Health, Family, Relationships
and gives timely advise and warnings. Sagittarius forecasts for 2009: 'Question: I want to know how this
Sagittarius 2009 - 2010 horoscope applies to me. -Answer: Due to Mercury’s retrograde motion from 2nd June
2010 to 6th September 2010

Sagittarius Horoscope 2010 Activation
In the first 3 months of this year, you will experience high stress level due to some unforeseen events and
impulsive decisions. The up and down pattern will continue till January. Your confidence level will take a dip,
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owing to which you will face issues with your health and family. Nevertheless, you will overcome these. The up
and down pattern will continue till February. Your personal life, romance, and professional life will be in the
spotlight. Apart from such a volatile life, there are chances that you may also get stuck at some of the stages of
life by failing to learn from your mistakes. Your health and career will both be under the surveillance. Till March,
there will be scope for you to overcome the hurdles, as you will have increased your confidence level and gained
new skills to handle tough times. Your love and career life will continue to be active. The forecast for the month
of April brings you glad tidings of good news. You will have a joyous festival of your life with your family and
friends. You will develop more views and power in your life. You will be connected with your true self. You will
always appreciate the success and failures of the past. Till May, your duty will be very competitive owing to
stress levels, and you will have to work harder to gain success. Nevertheless, you will find that life is a smooth
ride. Your career will be very encouraging. However, you need to attend to your health. Good family times may
bring in some good luck. Enjoy the upcoming festivities. The month of June will witness an increase in the tension
level. You will not be able to focus on your work. You will find it difficult to keep your balance in the work and
personal life. People will expect more from you. You will have to take risks and do something different. You will
have to be confident and have the courage to take on new challenges. You will also be able to overcome all
hurdles in your love and career life. July, August, and September will be the most challenging months of the year.
There will be high tension levels and the work is not going well. You will not be able to control your emotions in
these months. It will be a painful period. Your confidence level will take a dip and will affect your health, career
and family life. You will get stuck at a few stages in your life. Your partner will also find it difficult to put up with
you. Though you will have some good news, it is important to keep your sense of b7e8fdf5c8
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Sagittarius Horoscope 2010 [Updated-2022]
Sagittarius horoscope 2010 describes the horoscope for the upcoming year 2010. Sagittarius shows that the end
of the year will be an eventful year for this users. The users destiny will be able to make the users fortune
favourably. At the end of the year, the users can expect more travel, more advancements, more awards for hard
work etc. in the coming year. 2010 will be a good year for Sagittarius users in career and the users will be able to
enjoy more prosperity and overall general good fortune. Sagittarius Horoscope predicts the users life events and
the users emotional and physical health status in the coming year 2010. This Horoscope predictions for year
2010 gives more information about the users money issues and wealth status as well. The users destiny and
future is very much at the control of Sagittarius users. Sagittarius horoscope 2010 predicts the users
compatibility with his/her partner, family, friends and the users occupation in the coming year 2010. Sagittarius
Horoscope 2010 have timings for each week for this users. The users life events prediction and analysis are given
for each week. The users are allowed to mark the events that will occur in the next week. These predictions are
confirmed by the users in the same week itself. Any future events predicted for this users cannot be considered
an exact science. These predictions are made for the users' benefit and to keep the users informed about the
future events that are likely to happen. Sagittarius Horoscope 2010 predicts the month wise events and the users
health status for the first half of the year 2010. In the second half of the year 2010, the Sagittarius users health
status will be more optimistic. This horoscope predicts that the health problems and the obstacles may be
anticipated and taken care of by the users by just following the astrological rules, by taking necessary
precautions and by following a healthy lifestyle. This users horoscope predicts that the health problems will be
gone by October or November, 2010. If the users prefer to get in touch with the doctor to get the right treatment
for any medical problem, they can follow the timings given in this Sagittarius 2010 horoscope. If the users prefer
to follow the astrological rules, they will lead to a more healthy and happy life. Sagittarius Horoscope 2010
predicts the year wise life events and the users emotional and physical health status and the career, love,
money, and career issues of the users in the year 2010. This Sag

What's New in the Sagittarius Horoscope 2010?
Rahu and Ketu were in a bad placement in the 2011 horoscope. They formed a trine (symbolized by three lines of
equal distance pointing toward each other) with Saturn. This kind of formation is more detrimental than
beneficent, and Rahu and Ketu in opposition were not favorable to your spiritual consciousness, spiritual
advancement or spiritual attainments in any way, shape or form. Here's what happened. Rahu and Ketu were on
the cusp of forming a square to Saturn, which is a highly detrimental position for any aspect. This is because
Rahu and Ketu in opposition form a debilitated position to Saturn, and so, even though Saturn is the ruler of
enemies, or those who hinder or prevent your spiritual aspirations, still, the result of the aspect of Rahu and Ketu
in opposition to the ruler of enemies, Saturn, makes matters much worse and more difficult for you. Under the
protection of Rahu, you will need to develop a strong faith and belief in yourself. Rahu will help you in your quest
for spiritual ascendency. When Rahu and Saturn are in opposition, you will face challenges and obstacles. With
the help of Rahu, you will overcome your challenges and obstacles and succeed in reaching the peak of your
life's achievements. At first, Rahu will trip you up by causing you to make a wrong move, or to make some poor
decisions, or to make some stupid judgments. But with Rahu's help, you will learn the trick of hitting right and
hitting hard. With Ketu's support you will hit the target. Rahu will direct your efforts to hone your potential and
transcend your senses. Ketu will help you to focus and think clearly. Both will make you sharper in mind and
body. Rahu and Ketu help you to be aware of the cosmos, or what is above you. Your physical health and health
of the body are in your care. Your mental faculties are under the care of Rahu. Ketu is your spiritual teacher. It is
under the protection of Ketu that you will learn to live in peace, happiness, harmony and contentment. Full Moon
~ Wed Feb 22 10:22:08:09 2011 Activity: Love Sagittarius Daily Horoscope for Wednesday, February 22, 2011:
Sagittarius Daily Horoscope for Wednesday, February 22, 2011: Monday: Good day in your love life. If you are
determined to make your
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System Requirements For Sagittarius Horoscope 2010:
- Processor: Intel Pentium 4, AMD Athlon XP- 3200+ - RAM: 1GB or more (1.5GB recommended) - HDD space:
1.5GB - Video card: DirectX 9.0c compatible - OS: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 - Internet: Broadband
connection - Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible - Multitasking: Windows 7 recommended - 3D Graphics card: Nvidia
GeForce GTX 260 or better, ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better
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